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UPDATES

BANGALORE
Activities
"The virtues of donations are great because it helps the needy and at the same time it gives an opportunity to the
donor to give the surplus to the people in need. It helps the needy to sustain himself." - Sam Veda quote.
On a bright Sunday sunny morning of 14th June, Pankhudi Bangalore Parivaar were on the mission of yet another
collection drive. We were able to donate 607 clothes and 76 Miscellaneous Household Items to the Sri Lankan Refugee
Camp or better known as Indira Gandhi International Academy (IGIA).
Now a little about the place, this is the second donation made to them by Pankhudi Parivar. After sorting out the items to
be donated,some Pankhudians took some time out for the children, some played ball with them and others toured the
premises , interacting with them. They visited their dormitories, classrooms, staffrooms and terrace. There are over 300
children staying there right from 1st Std. to some of them going for degree colleges outside. Inside the small area, they live,
eat, sleep, play and have their education. Many children understand and can speak English very well. Though they are
provided with the basic needs but they undoubtedly deserve The most heartbreaking thing which nivedita discovered
while interaction was that those children are confined to those four walls, they never get to go out and hence, they are
unaware of the outside world. Moreover they are scared to go outside and interact with outside world. If we can do our bit
of helping here, it will be worth seeing the happiness inculcated among them.
It was all in all a very nice activity, we successfully could complete it what we had set out to do. At the end we boarded the
van with promises to the children that we will return soon to them.

Thank Yous
The 21 Pankhudians who made this happen were, Sonali, Yatin, Madhukar, Ram, Ganesh, Nisha, Mohan, Manu, Vivek, Aarti,
Madhukar, Saravanan, Anand, Rahul, Ankit, Shamiroh, Sonali and Nivedita ( who had come from Pune Pankhudi Parivaar)
were present and others who could not be physically there but helped to collect the donations were Varun, Rohit., Meena
and Anuradha.

Wanted
6 volunteers are required for teaching Computers and English SRMAB School. This is regular activity which happens on
every Saturday. We have 3 batches: 11Am – 12:45Pm(Computers & English), 2Pm – 4Pm(Computers) and 5Pm – 6Pm
(2 batches – English)
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DELHI
MUMBAI
PUNE
Activities
Protsahan activities continued as usual. Things have been a little slow since the children are away for their summer
holidays and volunteers are busy with work. We are planning volunteer drives and looking for a sheltered area to teach in.
We are also trying to start classes on Saturdays as well as Sundays.

Wanted
We need more volunteers especially for Saturday classes. We also need suggestions on what kind of shelter to use for our
classes since we have been having problems teaching in the open areas of the slum when it rains.

HYDERABAD
News
The volunteers of Pankhudi Hyderabad had a team meet on 28th June at Teja School of Champapet. The agenda of the
meet was to decide and plan on the syllabus to be taught to the kids of Teja School for the next quarter.

Activities
The Hyderabad team has commenced with the Protsahan activities for this new academic year. Classes are being
conducted at weekends for the Primary school kids of Teja School.
We are concentrating not only on their academic curriculum but are also planning to focus on improving their language
(English) and work on the overall personality development of the kids.

Thank Yous
On behalf of the Hyderabad Pankhudi Team, we would like to thank Hima Krovidi for her contribution of books and
stationary. These materials have been donated to the kids of Krushi Homes.

Wanted
As we are in the process of improving the infrastructure for Teja School at Champapet, we require funds for the same. Also
we are in need of basic stationary like pens, pencils, papers, books etc for the primary kids of the Teja School.
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MUMBAI
Activities:
• Areas covered:
percentages, A-B-C-D, Numbers, Vowel sounding words,basic tenses, multiplication/division..etc.
• Meeting on content
We will be setting weekly schedule and targets for the classes,so that the kids and volunteers are aware about what is
going to be taught and there is a consistency in their learning experience.
On the basis of weekly/monthly attendance and progress, kids will be given incentives like pankhudi-cards, toffees,
chocolates, clothes etc.. Abhijit is going to arrange simple cards with pankhudi logo and kids' name on them. These will
be provided to kids who are regular and punctual this week, and to others if they are punctual the next week.. looking
ahead, we will teach only those students who bring their cards with them, and any new kid will be given a card if he is
regular for a week
We are looking into segregating the students at different levels within a class with a curtain so that they can be taught
separately.
To make use of the content and classes in an effective way, we are to assess all the students during this week based on
the following parameters
English
Level A: Alphabets- Reading and writing (Capital and Small Letters)
Level B: Words- Reading and writing simple words with single vowel sounds
Level C: Sentences- Reading and writing simple sentences, understanding meanings of words and phrases
Mathematics
Level A: Numbers- Identifying numbers as less or greater than the other and spelling them
Level B: Addition and Subtraction- for small and big numbers
Level C: Multiplication and Division- for small and big numbers
We are soon going to organise a test for Section A,B,C of english and maths to identify the level of each and every
student. This will help us to teach them better
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PUNE
Feature
Recruitment of teachers and their training @ Protsahan classes.

News
• Team Pune has hired teachers for the Protsahan classes.
• The candidates were trained by experienced teachers on various aspects of teaching for 2 weeks.
• Regular classes will commence from the month of July.

Activities
• The Protsahan activity is currently underway under the supervision of veteran teachers like Mrs. Smita Kshirsagar,
Mrs. Shashikala Avask.
• Visits to Manavya and Sweekar are regular.

Thank Yous
Mrs. Smita Kshirsagar, Mrs. Pratibha Pawar, Mrs. Amita Tanksali, Miss Anjali Wagh, and Mr Prasad Pardeshi for the precious
time and efforts they spent in gearing Protsahan teachers with adequate skills.
Special Thanks and Wishes
Few of our dear volunteers, Abhilasha Kamath, Ankita Singh, Garima Waghale, Kamesh, Ketaki Andhare, Manjiri Dhond,
Mrinali Koche, Neha, Nivedita Ghonge, Prasad Shivdas, Rasika Randed, Rujuta Munje, Sandeep Misal, Sanika Mokashi,
Sheetal Warikoo, Shrikanth Iyer, Sumedha Ganjoo, Swati Toshniwal, Swati Yedekar, Tejas Dube, Trupti Gedam , have left
Pune, as they are ready to take professional challenges after performing exceptionally well in their college life and working
with so much of competence & energy throughout their stay at Pankhudi.
It has been a pleasure working them and a wonderful experience in more ways than one. As they leave with wonderful
memories we would like to thank them for their support and love.
All the very best in their future endeavours, with every hope that we meet again:
"main har haal mein muskuraataa rahuungaa
tumhaarii muhabbat agar saath hogiii
musaafir hain ham bhii, musaafir ho tum bhii
kisii moD pe phir mulaaqaat hogii...."

Wanted
Sponsor a teacher – 500 per month
Sponsor a class – 2500 per month (5 teachers)
Sponsor teaching material / aids.
Volunteers for Protsahan classes - situated near shivaji nagar.
Volunteers for Asshayen - situated near Sukhsagar Nagar/VIT College or Kothrud.
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WRITEUPS
MEMBER-SPEAK
The kids at Sweekar
Their sweet little smile captures your heart,
One meeting and its difficult to part!

- Poornima Kamath
~Pankhudi Pune

They don't know you, but mingle so soon,
Every moment they treasure like a boon.
They want your attention, one and all,
either with studies, drawing or a doll.
They bring out the child in you,
always urging to teach something new.
They play as if you are just one of them,
every little one is a lovely gem.
They all are so different, and yet so same,
Be it dancing,studying or playing a game.
Innocent, friendly, disciplined and cheerful,
a simple handshake makes them gleeful.
Every moment with them will you treasure,
a smile on their face gives joy beyond measure !
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ORGAN DONATION
Don't take your organs to heaven for god knows they are needed here"
There are few acts in life that are nobler than donating our organs. Donating our organs after we are gone from this world
is the closest that we can come to giving life to another individual. Organ donation is a wonderful legacy we can leave
behind. The eyes continue to see the wonders of the world and the heart continues to sing a new song. The organs that a
single person donates can give a new lease of life to as many as six (or even more) individuals. Eye donation can give
precious sight to two individuals. Instead of getting charred or returning to the dust after death, the organs can breathe
life into others. This section will guide you on organ donation procedures.

How to be an organ Donor - FAQs
• Who can be a Donor?
Anyone from a child to an old person can be a donor. Even if you have had a serious illness in the past you can become
a donor. (There are some diseases that are exceptions.)
• Can people buy or sell organs?
No. The "Transplantation Human Organs Act" prohibits any commercial dealings in organs and makes this a punishable
offence.
• Does organ donation leave the body disfigured?
No. The recovery of organs is carried out by well-trained surgeons with the greatest care and does not disfigure the body
or change the way it looks.
• Are there any religious objections to organ donation?
Most of the religious groups support the concept of organ donation. However, if you have any doubt, you can discuss it
with your spiritual or religious leader.
• How is eye donation different from donation of other organs?
Eyes should be donated within six hours after death. However, to be useful, kidneys have to be harvested within half an
hour of death. Both these organs, along with others, can also be retrieved under different circumstances.
• What are these different circumstances?
In 1968, doctors in Harvard found that deeply comatose patients, who had sustained brain injury, never regained
consciousness. Although their heart continued to beat and kept their blood circulation going, these patients were
clinically dead. If their breathing support machines were stopped, the heart stopped due to brain death. A new definition
of death emerged. As this death was under controlled circumstances (that is, in the intensive care unit of hospitals), it was
possible to retrieve some of their organs such as Kidneys, Heart and Liver after their relatives consented. In the West, the
transplantation of organs from brain dead patients is an accepted part of medical treatment. The Government of India
has now accepted this new definition of death.
• How do doctors know 'A Brain Dead' patient is really dead?
Two doctors from a panel recommended by the government, who are not involved in the treatment of the patient and also
from a different hospital carry out a series of tests to confirm that a patient is "brain stem dead". The standards are very
strict and are accepted medically, legally and ethically all over the world.
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• How does brain death occur?
Brain death results from a severe brain injury or brain hemorrhage that causes all the brain activity to stop. It can also
occur in a variety of other Medical conditions. It can happen after a major road accident or bleeding in the brain due to a
stroke.

About the Donor Card
• What is a 'Donor Card'?
Donor Card is a way of expressing your wishes. It is similar to a will. By signing the Donor Card, you agree to donate your
organ.
• How do I carry the 'Donor Card'?
Keep this card always with you in your purse or wallet. Let your close relatives know your wishes about organ donation.
• Who else needs to sign my 'Donor Card' and Why?
By law, two witnesses are required to sign your consent form for donation. One of these two has to be a near relative, the
second witness can be a friend or another relative.

Role of Transplant Coordinators.
The Intensive Care Unit is the scene of innumerable battles between life and death. Life triumphs at times, death at
others. The doctors working there have to be ever prepared to deal with grieving families who have a critically injured or a
brain dead relative.
The concept of brain death is relatively new. Brain death is extremely traumatic to the family of the patient. There is always
the question, "Why did it have to happen to my father or mother or son or daughter?" Feelings of intense grief, anger,
despair and frustration run high in the family.
It is during such a situation that a TRANSPLANT CO-ORDINATOR steps in. The Transplant Coordinator explains to the
family, the meaning of brain death, the tests that are done, the specialists involved, details of what organs can be removed
and the fact that something positive can come out of something so negative and tragic.
Transplant Coordinator has to convince the family to consent for donation. Without this all-important foundation being laid,
there is no question of the transplant being performed. Every family can decide whether to donate or not. The fact that
they do have a choice must be explained to them.
The coordinator has to be sensitive and compassionate. He must also communicate every detail of the concept of brain
death and organ donation. The Transplant Coordinator must be determined in obtaining consent.

Source:
MOHAN Foundation (Multi-Organ Harvesting Aid Network), Chennai
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